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UFC Mixed Martial Arts Event at 2020 UFC 253: Adesnia vs. CostaThe Poster for UFC 253: Adesnia vs. Costa.InfoPromotion Last Fighting Championship on September 27, 2020 (2020-09-27)VenueForum FlashCityAbu Dhabi, United Arab EmiratesTandanceNone (Behind Closed Doors)
[1]Buyrate700,000[2]Chronology Event UFC Fight Night: Covington vs. Woodley UFC 253: Ed Sania vs. Costa UFC at ESPN: Holm vs. Aldana UFC 253: Adesnia vs. Costa was a mixed martial arts event produced by the Ultimate Fighting Championship that took place on September 27 2020 at the Flash
Forum Yas Island, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. [3] [4] [5] The background to the event was originally scheduled to take place on September 19, but it was moved to September 27. UFC Fight Night: Covington vs. Woodley took place on the previous date. Although not officially announced by the
organization, the UFC lightweight championship unification fight between current champion Habib Nurmagomedov and interim champion Justin Gath (also a former WSOF lightweight champion) was briefly linked to the event. However, the date did not materialize and their manager, Ali Abdelaziz,
indicated that his clients would still face each other before the end of the year. The pairing was then set for UFC 254. With both Adesnia (left) and Costa (right) undefeated in their records (19-0 and 13-0, respectively), this fight represented only the second time in UFC history that two undefeated male
athletes met for a title. The only previous event was for the UFC lightweight championship more than a decade ago, between former champions Rashad Evans and Lyoto Machida at UFC 98 in 2009. Without a fan presence, the promotion didn't have to worry about the local timing of the event, so it
continued with normal timing for prime-time hours on the East Coast of North America. The main ticket starts at 06:00 (27 September) local time in Abu Dhabi, with a full initial ticket starting at 02:30 BST. The UFC middleweight championship fight between current champion Israel Adesnia and Paolo
Costa served as the event's main star. The fight was originally aimed at UFC 248, but Costa was unable to compete on the card due to injury. Adesnia defended his title against former challenger (as well as 2000 Olympic silver medalist and former freestyle wrestling world champion) Yoel Romero. The
UFC lightweight heavyweight championship fight for the vacant title between former challenger Dominic Reyes and former KSW heavyweight champion Jan Balchovich served as the event's main star. Former champion Jon Jones cleared the belt on August 17, citing problems with the UFC over wage
negotiations and the desire to compete heavyweight. [15] Heavyweight bout between Cyril Gunn and Shamil Abdurkimov was expected These events occur in this event. The pairing was originally scheduled for UFC 249, but Gunn was forced to withdraw from the event after being struck down with



pneumonia in training. The pairing was then reschedalled to UFC 251 and cancelled for the second time, with Abdurkimov banned from the match for unknown reasons. In late August, the fight was moved from this event to UFC Fight Night: Covington v Woodley a week earlier. A strawweight bout
between former UFC women's strawweight champion challenger Claudia Gadle and Jan Sionan was scheduled to take place at that event, but a knee injury suffered by Gadle disqualified her from the match. The pairing has been rescheduced to the UFC on ESPN: Santos vs Teixeira instead. A flyweight
fight between Jordan Espinosa and David Dvorak was scheduled to take place at that event, but was later re-invited to UFC Fight Night: Covington vs. Woodley for unknown reasons. [23] In the women's competition, a battle was scheduled between Marion Renault and Killer Vieira. However, Renault were
excluded from the tackle on September 16 on the grounds of an unsubsered injury and replaced by Siyajara Jobanks. Nate Landwer was expected to face Shane Young in a featherweight bout in this event. However, Landwer was excluded from the event after testing positive for COVID-19 and replaced
by newcomer Lugovit Klein. A bantamweight battle between Casey Kenny and Haley Alteng was scheduled to take place at this event. However, he was traded to the UFC on ESPN: Holm vs. Aldana a week later for unknown reasons. At the weigh-in, Zubaira Tokhugov and Lodovic Klein missed weight in
featherweight fights respectively. Both fighters weighed 70kg, 1.8kg above the fight limit without a title. Both of their fights continued at a catchy weight and each was fined a percentage of their personal wallets, which went to rivals Hakeem Dwodo and Shane Young. [29] Main Card Results Weight Class
Method Round Time Notes Israel Adesanya Middleweight (c) def. Paolo Costa TKO (Punches) 2 3:59 [a] Lightweight Jan Błachowicz def. Dominique Reyes TKO (Punches) 2 4:36 [in] Flyweight Brandon Royval def. Kai Kara-France Submission (Choke Guillotine) 2 0:48 Women Bantamed Catelan Vieira
def. Ciara Eubanks Decision (Unanimous) (29-28, 29-28, 29-28) 3 5am Catchweight (150lbs) Hakeem Dwodo def. Zubaira Tukhugov decision (split) (split) (28-29, 30-27, 29-28) 3 5am preliminary card (ESPN2/ESPN+) lightweight Brad Riddle def. Alex da Silva Coelho (unanimous) (29-28, 29-28, 29-28) 3
5am middleweight Jake Matthews def. Diego Sanchez Decision 's (unanimous) (30-26, 30-26, 30-26) 3 5am Catchweight (150 lb) Ľudovít Klein def. Shane Young KO (head kick and punches) 1 1 1 1:16 light heavyweight William Knight def. Aleksa withered a decision. (29-28, 30-27, 30-27) 3 5 a.m. early
preliminary card (ESPN2/ESPN+/UFC Fight Pass) heavyweight Juan Espino And difah def. Jeff Hughes Serving (Scarf Hold Choke) 1 3:48 Lightweight Danilo Marquis def. Hadis Ibrygimov Decision (Unanimous) (29-28, 29-28, 30-27) 3 5:00^ For the UFC Middleweight Championship. The UFC held the
World Lightweight Championship. [30] Sea Bonus The next fighters received bonuses of $50,000. Fight of the night: Brendon Roybal vs. Kai Kara-France Performance of the night: Israel Adesnia and Jan Balchovich also saw martial arts portal UAE UFC events list of current UFC fighters 2020 at UFC
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